Happy Bird Day

Note: Bird Day is an authentic school holiday celebrated on May fifth to honor the birthday of the great Naturalist, Audubon.

Arr. by John W. Schaum

On the fifth day of May, It's the time for BIRD DAY. Happy BIRD DAY we sing. Happy BIRD DAY in spring.

We will chase away pests. That may bother bird nests; And in winter we'll place bread so that birds may be fed.
The Birds reply

We thank you! Chirp, Chirp! We thank you! Chirp, Chirp!

Chirp! We thank you dear friends. We thank you! Chirp, Chirp!

Note: This song can be adapted to other holidays, for example: “Merry Christmas to You” or “Easter Greetings We Bring”, etc. For the following chorus, you may write words of your own choice.